
MULTI-CHANNEL RETAIL SOFTWARE FOR PHARMACY



RetailSTARx: A SINGLE RETAIL PLATFORM FOR PHARMACY

RetailSTARx is a complete solution for pharmacy retailers - with point of sale, electronic payment 
processing, inventory management, E-Commerce, accounts receivable, customer loyalty, and 
extensive management reporting - all in one system. RetailSTARx o�ers integration with several 
dispensing systems including: Enterprise Rx and Pharmacy Rx (from McKesson) and Rx30 (from 
Transaction Data Systems) for easy fulfillment of pharmacy orders. Whether you have a single 
pharmacy or multiple locations across several states, RetailSTARx is the platform that brings 
together your pharmacy and retail operations, seamlessly.

PHARMACY
RetailSTARx is a complete multi-channel software solution. It supports many popular dispersing 
interfaces, Rx barcode scanning and copay for pickup at the point of sale. Easily gather signatures 
from third-party Rx signature logs, HIPPA Notice of Privacy Policy (NOPP) and pseudoephedrine 
tracking. All pharmacy operations are integrated with the point of sale system for easy referencing, 
o�ine delivery, reporting and auditing. RetailSTARx meets and exceeds all applicable industry 
standards and regulations.

The POS functionality within RetailSTARx is designed for ease of use. 
The cashier interface allows clerks to use hot keys or touch screen 
displays. The software supports the latest in barcode scanning, 
EMV/chip card processing and payment security.
 
RetailSTARx provides several discounting strategies, clerk and 
multi-clerk commission splitting, layaways, voids, returns, 
exchanges, gift certificates, credit memos, hold tickets, 
multiple payment types, receipt notes, in-house charge 
accounts, flexible tender types, currency exchange and 
more.

POINT OF SALE (POS)

NATIONAL PRECURSOR LOG EXCHANGE (NPLEx) INTEGRATIONS
RetailSTARx has integrations with two Appriss CMEA Compliance options-  NPLEx and MethCheck 
Enterprise.  NPLEx is a real-time electronic logging and compliance system that tracks sales of 
over-the-counter (OTC) cold and allergy medications containing pseudoephedrine (PSE).  Stores 
within NPLEx states can take advantage of this integration with RetailSTARx point of sale at no 
additional charge. The Enterprise version is also available for integrated drivers license parsing, 
custom compliance reporting and much more.



CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM)
A robust CRM module comes standard within RetailSTARx. With RetailSTARx any retailer can 
gather and manage information on their customers and their buying behavior for use in loyalty 
programs or targeted marketing to keep customers informed, engaged and coming back.

E-COMMERCE
Integrated E-Commerce allows pharmacies to create an extension of 
their store(s) online to increase revenue and customer satisfaction. 
All online sales are fed back into the system for easy reporting and 
inventory monitoring. 

Our in-house Web Team can develop a mobile E-Commerce website for 
your business using responsive design, ensuring your site can be easily 
viewed on almost any mobile device.

INVENTORY
Advanced inventory management tools o�er extensive reporting and 
merchandising capabilities.  Arrange products by Department, Class and 
Subclass and create a near-limitless number of choices for categorizing inventory. 

Support for Portable Physical Inventory Units (PDT’s) is available for cycle 
counts, managing shrink and more.

PURCHASING AND RECEIVING
RetailSTARx makes it easier to maintain a perpetual inventory by automating the 
process for items that you constantly reorder, allowing you to easily communicate 
with major suppliers through EDI. The software also eliminates duplicate data entry by reusing 
the original inventory data in other areas of your business.

OFFLINE DELIVERY
Quickly place transactions on hold, to be exported to 
an o�ine device for delivery. Signatures can be 
captured for both NOPP and Rx receipt. Options for 
tender are also available. 

Once the device is connected to the network, completed 
transactions are imported back into RetailSTARx with ease.
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INNOVATIVE FEATURES THAT PROVIDE THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

Rx MANAGEMENT
Signature Capture
Rx Pickup Auditing
Authorized Users

INTERFACE WITH MULTIPLE DISPENSING SYSTEMS

ROBUST REPORTING

GENERAL MERCHANDISING

INTEGRATED E-COMMERCE

SIGIS ELIGIBLE PRODUCT LIST (FSA)

Appriss Meth Check
Child-proof Caps
O�ine Delivery

EnterpriseRx (McKesson)
Rx30 (Transaction Data Systems)
Custom Barcodes
Computer Rx (WinRx)
ScriptAssist (RS Software)

The Compounder (PK Software)
CarePoint (Guardian Rx)
Suite Rx
QS/1 (Q/S1 Data Systems)
Visual Superscript (DAA Enterprises)

Open Item and Balance Forward 
Accounts Receivable Statements
Will Call Reporting

Custom Report Builder for Inventory
Sales/Customers and Purchasing
Multiple pre-designed system reports

EBT Ready
Price Check

 Interface with Wholesaler – Import 
 Inventory Items and Price Changes

Works with point of sale system
No need to re-enter data 
integrated Promotions and Pricing

 Responsive design available for optimal
 viewing on most mobile devices
 Share inventory with brick-and-mortar 
  locations

FSA SIGIS Eligible Product List  

                 All the sales associate needs to do is scan the bar code on one of the prescription labels, 
                 and any other prescriptions that are ready for pick up will appear on the POS screen. 
                 When the initial Rx bar code is scanned, the patient’s name automatically appears on the 
screen. The nutritional supplements and any other general merchandise the customer wants to buy 
can be scanned in the same transaction; the system prompts the patient to sign for their 
prescriptions, and the complete sale can be finalized. This integration saves a massive amount of 
time at the pharmacy POS terminals. That’s great customer service.”

- Doug Schultz: President, Tobin’s Pharmacy


